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BACKGROUND

Stem cell based musculoskeletal tissue-engineering presents the unique opportunity to repair or replace dysfunctional cells in

degenerating tissue. In this context, one goal of tissue engineering is to propagate stem cells that can then be reintroduced into the

degenerating tissue to repair or replace dysfunctional cells, restore the physical and biochemical properties of the tissue, and re-

establish normal function. In particular, mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are useful in the treatment of musculoskeletal degenerative

conditions such as degenerative disc disease and osteoarthritis.  MSCs are abundant, relatively easy to isolate, and can

differentiate into a variety of cell types. However, the ischemic and inflammatory environment characteristic of injured tissues

proves hostile for the direct introduction of MSCs, which often do not survive in this setting. While growth factors are commonly

used to pre-differentiate MSCs into chondrocytes prior to their use, this can cause terminal differentiation and cell hypertrophy that

leads to inferior extracellular matrix material properties. Instead, pellet culture systems are better suited for tissue engineering

because they can mimic certain embryonic microenvironments that stimulate stable cell differentiation and better support the

regenerative process.    

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Investigators  at  UCSF have developed a  novel  bilaminar  cell  pellet  (BCP)  system that  is  significantly  better  suited  to  repair

inflammatory  degenerative  conditions  of  the  musculoskeletal  system  because  it  overcomes  two  major  limitations  of  tissue

engineering: limited supply of cells needed for tissue regeneration and generation of new cells without hypertrophy. In addition,

BCPs do not seem to be negatively affected by inflammatory and hypoxic conditions. The BCP is a sphere of MSCs enclosed in a

shell of differentiated cells that can be manufactured simply by successive centrifugation. By varying the cellular composition of the

bilayers, BCPs can be potentially induced to differentiate into many other tissue types including cartilage, bone, tendon, muscle or

other musculoskeletal tissues.

In particular, the investigators have validated the use of different BCPs in two models of musculoskeletal degenerative conditions:

spinal disc degeneration and articular cartilage damage. BCPs containing MSCs surrounded by nucleus pulposus cells,  which

contain chondrocytes-like cells, resulted in significantly more cell proliferation compared to pellets with a single cell type or those
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with  random organization  resulting  in  increased chondrocyte  production .  When placed  in  a  bioreactor  designed to  simulate

inflammatory and painful disc conditions, this BCP made 25% more glycoasminoglycans per cell than MSCs alone and 57% more

than the nucleus pulposus cells cultured alone . When tested in an in vivo model of inflammatory disc degeneration, BCP treatment

produced  better  outcomes  as  assessed  by  several  measures  of  disc  well-being  such  as  disc  quality  and  height,  qualitative

histology, levels of cytokines and proteoglycan, and the retention of implanted cells . Similarly, a second type of BCP consisting of

MSCs surrounded by juvenile chondrocytes produced mature chondrocytes in the absence of growth factors. These BCPs, unlike

MSCs in suspension, do not cause hypertrophy making them ideal for therapeutic restoration of articular cartilage damage .    

APPLICATIONS

·       Tissue engineering

·       Mesenchymal stem cell propagation for reintroduction into the damaged or degenerating tissue

·       Induction of differentiation of MSC progenitors into a variety of musculoskeletal cell types

ADVANTAGES

·       Significantly more proliferation than single cell pellets

·       Enhanced differentiation of MSCs into other cell types

·       Enhanced survival in inflammatory conditions

·       Effective in ameliorating inflammatory disc degeneration in an in vivo model

·       Effective in replenishing a variety of differentiated musculoskeletal cell types
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